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National Geographic Kids
2011

photos depict great whites hammerheads and more and scientists tell tales about encounters amazon com

Everything Awesome About Sharks and Other Underwater Creatures!
2020-10-06

discover the ultimate 128 paged book about all things sharks and underwater creatures from the creative brain of mike lowery featuring fun
facts jokes comics maps and more did you know that sharks can be as small as a banana or bigger than a bus or that whale sharks have more
than 3 000 teeth did you know that giant squids have eyes the size of dinner plates or that clownfish are protected by snot armor find out
all this and more in this comprehensive hilarious underwater deep dive from mike lowery for fans of dog man who love nonfiction discover
this definitive go to book about everything awesome you ever wanted to know about all things under the sea uncover a wealth of weird wacky
and wild facts about sharks and underwater creatures told in mike lowery s signature acclaimed comic style with bright and energetic
artwork fresh framing devices and hilarious jokes this is the go to book for shark enthusiasts that kids will put in their backpacks and
obsess over bridging the gap between encyclopedic nonfiction content and lighter picture book fare filling the need with a one stop shop
for the legions of 7 10 year olds who want to know absolutely everything there is to know about underwater creatures discover the must have
book for shark fanatics a madcap field guide full of facts and humor and learn everything you ever wanted to know about underwater
creatures

Discovery Channel Sharkopedia
2013-06-11

celebrate discovery shark week all year long with discovery sharkopedia the definitive visual guide to everything there is to know about
sharks with more than 400 incredible color photos of the world s most infamous sharks including great white bull and tiger sharks
sharkopedia explores the evolution of sharks did you know sharks have been swimming in the world s oceans since before dinosaurs roamed the
earth and introduces kids to almost 500 known shark species with close up portraits of each and fun fin facts throughout discover what
makes sharks expert hunters with detailed sections about shark anatomy habitats life cycles surprising behaviors and more sharkopedia also
provides shark conservation resources and offers suggestions for ways to help these amazing often misunderstood creatures continue to
survive want to meet more incredible creatures check out the other books in the discovery opedia series snakeopedia dinopedia and bugopedia

Hammerhead Sharks in Action
2018

this book uses fun informative text and images to describe the life cycle characteristics and habitat of hammerhead sharks
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The Ultimate Book of Sharks
2018

an illustration heavy exploration of the types and characteristics of sharks

Everything: Sharks
2018-05-03

packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs learn all about sharks in this fresh take on
the subject that kids with love it s time to learn everything about sharks each book in the national geographic kids everything series has
more than 100 pictures an explorer s corner with from the field anecdotes and tips fun facts throughout maps and infographics an
illustrated diagram a photo gallery cool comparisons a behind the scenes photograph an interactive glossary and more

The Shark Who Was Afraid of Everything!
2006

sharkie is always afraid but when he and his new friend lily get lost sharkie must find the courage to get them home safely this adorable
book set in rhyme teaches children that sometimes a good friend can make it easier to overcome fears

The Blue Shark
2011-08-01

an oil filled liver makes the blue shark extra buoyant allowing this fish to travel incredible distances with ease one blue shark was
tracked as it traveled over 3 740 miles 6 019 kilometers from new york to brazil see what drives the streamlined swimmer in this book for
growing readers

My Best Book of Sharks
1999-09

introduces the world of sharks examining their characteristics breeding life cycle and behavior and describing various species

Watch out for Sharks
2014-02-01

based on a major international exhibit that traveled for five years in north america this book depicts the fascinating world of sharks
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Sharks and Other Creatures from the Deep
2008-10

teaching all about the fish and mammals that swim in the ocean from how they eat and sleep to their role in human history and legend this
book is packed with quirky lists games quizzes and even recipes full color

National Geographic Kids Mission: Shark Rescue
2016

examines different types of sharks and the real life challenges they face

It's all about... Snappy Sharks
2020-09-08

dive into the exhilarating world of this deadly deep sea predator in it s all about snappy sharks find out who s who in the shark world how
predator sharks hunt their prey which shark weighs more than three adult elephants and so much more packed with detailed photography the
latest bite size facts and a free audio download this book has everything a shark mad kid could need it s all about is a collectable series
filled with up to date stats and facts about a wide range of hot topics including animals history technology and vehicles each book comes
with a free audio download so your child can take their book wherever they go as well as glossary that s perfect for teaching and learning
check out the other titles in the it s all about series and see if you can collect them all

The Oceanic Whitetip Shark
2011-08-01

if you were stranded in the open ocean the oceanic whitetip shark would likely be the first to greet you this fish prefers to haunt the
deep open waters of the ocean where it jumps on any potential food source young readers will learn why this lesser known shark deserves the
same infamy as the greats

Surrounded By Sharks
2014-05-27

a thrilling survival story from michael northrop the acclaimed author of trapped he couldn t sleep that s how it all started when davey
wakes just as the sun is rising he can t wait to slip out of the crammed hotel room he s sharing with his family leave it to his parents
and kid brother to waste an entire day of vacation sleeping in davey heads straight for the beach book and glasses in hand not bothering to
leave a note as the sparkling ocean entices him he decides to test the water never mind that no swimming sign but as the waves pull him
farther from shore davey finds himself surrounded by water and something else too something circling below the surface watching waiting it
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s just a matter of time

All about Sharks
2008-05

describes the physical characteristics behavior and survival techniques of different kinds of sharks

Sharks: For tablet devices
2014-04-01

what do sharks like to eat which shark glows in the dark and why do some sharks never stop swimming packed with facts about nature s
greatest predators and illustrated with full colour photographs this book is specially written for children who are just beginning to read
alone includes links to recommended websites to find out more this is a highly illustrated ebook that can only be read on the kindle fire
or other tablet excellent for helping children to learn to use books for research short chunks of text and plenty of pictures make these
books really fun to read parents in touch

The Mako Shark
2011-08-01

said to be the fastest shark of all the mako shark can cut through water at 40 miles per hour perhaps more impressive is the hang time
achieved when the torpedo shaped fish launches up to 20 feet above the surface of the water this book explores all the stunts of the speedy
mako shark

Everything Under the Sun
2021-09-09

the only thing better than the questions in this delightful and informative book is the answers neil gaiman this book is glorious it s
heart and soul fabulous page after page stephen fry one of the best kids books i have ever had the pleasure of reading pandora sykes this
book is heaven on a stick sophie dahl a wonderful new paperback edition of 366 curious questions asked by children from around the world
based on the award winning podcast by original qi elf molly oldfield how much bamboo can a giant panda eat do aliens exist what we would do
if we didn t have a prime minister why do hammerhead sharks have such strange shaped heads find out the answers to these curious questions
and much much more ponder where ideas come from with award winning illustrator rob biddulph find out why you taste things differently when
you have a cold with michelin star chef heston blumenthal learn about everything from how astronauts see in the dark to what the biggest
dinosaur was with experts from the natural history museum fascinating facts are accompanied by gorgeous illustrations making the perfect
gift for christmas whether you read a question a day or dip into it whenever you are feeling curious this is a book to treasure and share
all year round illustrated by momoko abe kelsey buzzell beatrice cerocchi alice courtley sandra de la prada grace easton manuela montoya
escobar richard jones lisa koesterke gwen millward sally mullaney and laurie stansfield praise for everything under the sun trivia fans
will relish everything under the sun the guardian a brilliant book for any child but particularly those who don t love reading stories
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david walliams a wonderful gift for families evening standard a wonderful collection of 366 curious questions about everything from science
to nature dinosaurs to space scottish sun simply mesmerising compendium waterstones as cute as it is educational babyccino kids this is a
book to treasure all year round my baba an absolute delight david walliams

The Sand Tiger Shark
2011-08-01

the sand tiger shark s ragged mess of needle sharp teeth inspires terror that is ultimately unnecessary the crazed looking shark isn t
interested in preying on humans but it does have a unique way of seeking out its usual fare learn all about sand tiger sharks in this
informative title

The Language of Dolphins and Other Sea Animals
2016-07-15

some aquatic animals are highly social like dolphins while others like sharks are mostly loners read all about how and why dolphins whales
sea lions and sharks communicate in the wild what these different signals mean and how humans study the language of ocean animals

The Shark Caller
2021-02-04

winner of the edward stanford children s travel book of the year 2022 a sunday times children s book of the week dive beneath the waves
with this spell binding adventure of friendship forgiveness and bravery set on the shores of papua new guinea perfect for fans of katherine
rundell and eva ibbotson i want to be able to call the sharks teach me the magic and show me the ways blue wing is desperate to become a
shark caller but instead she must befriend infuriating newcomer maple who arrives unexpectedly on blue wing s island at first the girls are
too angry to share their secrets and become friends but when the tide breathes the promise of treasure they must journey together to the
bottom of the ocean to brave the deadliest shark of them all the most incredible story tender and wise with themes of friendship love grief
revenge and acceptance michelle harrison magnificent and beautiful sophie anderson

Everything Awesome About Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Beasts!
2019-10-15

from the creative brain of mike lowery discover the ultimate book about all things prehistoric featuring fun facts dinosaur jokes comics
timelines and more the boys book of survival meets dav pilkey with a prehistoric twist in this definitive go to book about everything you
ever wanted to know about dinosaurs discover a wealth of weird wacky and wild facts about dinosaurs told in mike lowery s signature comic
style with bright and energetic artwork fresh framing devices and hilarious jokes this will be the go to book for dinosaur enthusiasts that
kids will put in their backpacks and obsess over bridging the gap between encyclopedic nonfiction content and lighter picture book fare
filling the need with a one stop shop for the legions of 6 9 year olds who want to know absolutely everything there is to know about
dinosaurs discover the must have book for dinosaur enthusiasts a madcap field guide full of facts and humor and learn everything you ever
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wanted to know about prehistoric beasts

Eugenie Clark
2017-01-01

all animals deserve safety but sometimes they are mistreated and misunderstood in this eugenie clark book kids will follow her on her
journey to become an undersea expert from shark diving to discovering new fish clark taught about ocean conservation and protecting shark
habitats aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards applied to stem concepts of learning principles super
sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

My Favorite Animal: Otters
2016-08-01

learn all about otters in this fun and informational text like all books in the my favorite animal series otters offers engaging facts and
checks the reader s knowledge and comprehension throughout the book

Shark Girl
2011-04-26

a teenager struggles through physical loss to the start of acceptance in an absorbing artful novel at once honest and insightful wrenching
and redemptive age 12 and up on a sunny day in june at the beach with her mom and brother fifteen year old jane arrowood went for a swim
and then everything absolutely everything changed now she s counting down the days until she returns to school with her fake arm where she
knows kids will whisper that s her that s shark girl as she passes in the meantime there are only questions why did this happen why her
what about her art what about her life in this striking first novel kelly bingham uses poems letters telephone conversations and newspaper
clippings to look unflinchingly at what it s like to lose part of yourself and to summon the courage it takes to find yourself again

It's All About... Amazing Sharks
2016-01-26

dive into the ocean world of sharks big and small cover

Whale Sharks in Action
2017-08

describes the physical characteristics behavior and environment of whale sharks
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Sharks!
2008

describes the life cycle and behavior of sharks

A Pocket Guide to Sharks of the World
2021-08-24

an updated and comprehensive guide identifying all of the world s sharks sharks are some of the most misunderstood animals on the planet we
still have a lot to learn about these fascinating creatures which are more seriously threatened with extinction and in greater need of
conservation and management than any other major group of vertebrates a pocket guide to sharks of the world is the only field guide to
identify illustrate and describe every known shark species its compact format makes it handy for many situations including recognizing
living species fishery catches or parts sold at markets this expanded second edition presents lavish images details on newly discovered
species and updated text throughout the book contains useful sections on identifying shark teeth and the shark fins most commonly
encountered in the fin trade and takes a look at shark biology ecology and conservation a pocket guide to sharks of the world will be an
essential resource and definitive reference for years to come an updated guide to all of the world s sharks each species is illustrated and
described handy compact format with concise text useful sections on the identification of shark teeth and fins

Shark Week
2016-05-17

tie in to the discovery channel s popular program shark week

Sharks in the Time of Saviours
2020-04-02

as vivid as it is splendid new york times beautifully written and completely absorbing sarah moss guardian a barack obama book of the year
2020 a best book of the year in the new york times guardian irish times oprah magazine and bbc culture at seven years old nainoa falls into
the sea and a shark takes him in its jaws only to return him unharmed to his parents for the next thirty years noa and his siblings
struggle with life in the shadow of this miracle sharks in the time of saviours is a brilliantly original and inventive novel the sweeping
story of a family living in poverty among the remnants of hawai i s mythic past and the wreckage of the american dream

Everything Awesome About Space and Other Galactic Facts!
2021-10-19

blast off into outer space with this ultimate 128 page book about everything you ever wanted to know about the universe jam packed with fun
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facts jokes comics and more did you know that the surface of the sun is hot enough to make diamonds boil or that one year on neptune is 165
earth years or that space is thought to smell like burnt steak find out all this and more in this comprehensive hilarious outer space
adventure from mike lowery perfect for fans of dog man who love nonfiction this is the definitive go to book about everything awesome you
ever wanted to know about all things outer space uncover a wealth of weird wacky and wild facts about our universe from planets to
supernovas to space travel and everything in between told in mike lowery s signature acclaimed comic style with bright and energetic
artwork fresh framing devices and hilarious jokes this is the go to book for space enthusiasts that kids will put in their backpacks and
obsess over bridging the gap between encyclopedic nonfiction content and lighter picture book fare filling the need with a one stop shop
for the legions of 7 10 year olds who want to know absolutely everything there is to know about space this book joins everything awesome
about dinosaurs and other prehistoric beasts and everything awesome about sharks and other underwater creatures in this groundbreaking
nonfiction series covering the topics that kids love with a fresh and one of a kind graphic novel approach discover the must have out of
this world guide for space fanatics a madcap field guide full of facts and humor and learn everything you ever wanted to know about outer
space

Face to Face with Sharks
2009

the authors share their experiences while studying and photographing sharks provides information about the lives of sharks their eating
habits behavior and uncertain future

The Everything Aquarium Book
2006-10-12

a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great book for every reader

Sharks (A Day in the Life)
2022-06-07

a beautifully illustrated nonfiction story following great whites hammerheads whale sharks and more over the course of one day

Ultimate Sharks Encyclopedia
2014

takes an in depth look at the lives biology and behavior of sharks as well as some of the sea creatures that share their underwater world

The Encyclopedia of Sharks
2008
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this book is an up to date account of the world s most primitive and feared predators it covers their evolution their powerful bodies and
amazing senses and how they swim hunt feed breed hibernate migrate and survive in the aquatic environment it is fully illustrated with
stunning images made possible by the latest advances in underwater photography as well as cutaway diagrams maps and charts there are also
detailed profiles of a wide range of shark species including the great white tiger shark thresher megamouth and the greatest fish on the
planet the whale shark

Predators
2016

presents general information about different types of predators looking at what they are some of their methods of hunting the
characteristics of different species their origins and fun facts about them

Everything You Know about Sharks Is Wrong!
2024-05-07

shark fans will quickly become shark experts with this informative inventive and entertaining take on an animal book do you know all there
is to know about sharks they re all giant cold blooded creatures that enjoy eating humans right well this book is here to show you that you
re wrong but don t worry even the experts can t be right all the time so let s uncover the truth from terrifying teeth to brilliant brain
power discover how everything you think you know about sharks is actually untrue in this in depth ingenious book with fascinating friendly
and easy to understand text written by zoologist dr nick crumpton and amazingly detailed color artwork on every page this beautifully
produced hardcover gift book with a stunning tactile cover will impress shark fans of any age also available in this series everything you
know about dinosaurs is wrong
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